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A. Methodology

in situ

assessing data on movement around archaeological sites and on things that visitors value the most during their visit.
The suggested methodology was developed at the Minoan site of Gournia, in Greece . In this poster, the methodology
followed is presented along with some of the preliminary results.

total, 40 visitors took part in this ﬁrst stage and provided their assessment and views on: how easy they navigated

1b.

Ü

Tracking and recording techniques such as GPS body tracking and camera recordings were
employed (SHOVAL & ISAACSON 2010). Each visitor was asked to carry a small lightweight

2b. Density analysis of GPS data

overview of the site’s aﬀordances for movement and as well as the weaknesses. It enabled

were instructed to take pictures during their visit, as they would
normally do with their own camera. This method was proved

The fact that Gournia has one of the best preserved prehistoric path

that they were not always conscious that they were ‘assigned a
task’. In total, 36 GPS tracks and 644 images were collected. In
terms of the GPS data quality, the open rural site, the good
the track value which was set to record every 2 seconds resulted in the

2. Processing and analysis.
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A major step towards making sense of the collected image data was the hotspot
analysis carried out with the aggregated and integrated points of the geocoded
images. The analysis indicated the areas that visitors recorded the most and
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Fig 1. Aerial map of Gournia overlaid with the
Density Analysis results.

geo data and other metadata of image ﬁles. The metadata of image ﬁles were exported via ExifTool

HotSpot source ID: 69
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of aggregated data in layers. Another beneﬁt of displaying such data in GE, is that one can ‘replay’
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1. From which spots are visitors capturing general views of the site or views of
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and structures within the site? The coding system is designed to allow a cross
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Fig 2. Aerial map of Gournia overlaid with the
rendered Hotspot analysis results.
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permission to conduct the visitor survey at the archaeological site of Gournia. This project
would have been impossible to carry out without the assistance of my dear colleagues and
friends Hembo Pagi and Patricia Murrieta-Flores in the ﬁeld and during the analysis of my
David Wheatley for their valuable comments and support.
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